It is shown that a collisionless, relativistic kinetic gas configuration propagating in the equatorial plane of a Kerr black hole undergoes a relaxation process and eventually settles down to a stationary, axisymmetric configuration surrounding the black hole. The underlying mechanism for this relaxation process is due to phase space mixing, which implies that although the one-particle distribution function f satisfying the collisionless Boltzmann equation is quasi-periodic in time, the associated macroscopic observables computed from averages over f possess well-defined limits as time goes to infinity. The final state of the gas is described by an effective distribution function depending only upon the constants of motion, and it can be determined by an appropriate average of the initial distribution function.
It is shown that a collisionless, relativistic kinetic gas configuration propagating in the equatorial plane of a Kerr black hole undergoes a relaxation process and eventually settles down to a stationary, axisymmetric configuration surrounding the black hole. The underlying mechanism for this relaxation process is due to phase space mixing, which implies that although the one-particle distribution function f satisfying the collisionless Boltzmann equation is quasi-periodic in time, the associated macroscopic observables computed from averages over f possess well-defined limits as time goes to infinity. The final state of the gas is described by an effective distribution function depending only upon the constants of motion, and it can be determined by an appropriate average of the initial distribution function. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Phase space mixing plays an important role in a wide range of areas in physics, including galactic dynamics, plasma physics and quantum physics. Roughly speaking, this phenomenon can be understood as the relaxation of the observables associated with a distribution function which is transported along an anharmonic Hamiltonian flow and hence spreads all over phase space due to different orbits having different angular frequencies.
In the context of galactic dynamics, groundbreaking work by Lynden-Bell [1, 2] has shown that phase space mixing might be one of the fundamental mechanisms responsible for driving the one-particle distribution function describing the stellar distribution in a galaxy to an equilibrium configuration, although collisions or the exchange of energy between individual stars are negligible. For further important discussions on these topics, see for instance Refs. [3] [4] [5] [6] .
In plasma physics, phase mixing has been argued to be the driving mechanism for Landau damping, the relaxation of a charged collisionless gas to a homogeneous configuration. Recently, this explanation has been put on a rigorous basis by the work of Mouhot and Villani [7] who established that for the case of a finite box with periodic boundary conditions the known phase-mixing property for the linearized Vlasov-Poisson also occurs in the full Vlasov-Poisson system, without linearization. For generalization of this work to the special-relativistic setting, see [8, 9] .
At the quantum level, phase space mixing has recently been applied [10] to quenches in Bose-Einstein condensates in order to understand the behavior of the condensate in the vicinity of the saddle point in a double-well potential. Again, it was found that the system relaxes to a steady state due to phase-space mixing. For field-theoretical applications of the mixing phenomenon, see for example [11, 12] .
In the present work, we analyze the effects of phase mixing and its associated relaxation process in a general relativistic scenario. More specifically, we consider a collisionless, relativistic gas configuration that is trapped by the gravitational field of a rotating black hole. We restrict ourselves to the simplest case in which the gas configuration is sufficiently thin such that its self-gravity can be neglected and in which the gas is confined to the equatorial plane of the black hole, leaving the discussion of more realistic configurations to future work [13] . As a consequence of our assumptions, each individual gas particle follows a bound geodesic trajectory in the equatorial plane of a Kerr black hole background, and an explicit solution representation for the one-particle distribution function can be obtained by representing the geodesic flow in terms of action-angle-like variables, see Section II.
Based on this solution representation, we compute the particle current density four-vector and provide some examples in Section III showing that the particle density measured by a stationary observer outside the event horizon, although fluctuating in time, undergoes damped oscillations and eventually settles down to a constant value. An intuitive explanation for this convergence is given by exhibiting snapshots of the distribution function in the momentum space of the observer at different times which clearly illustrate the mixing in phase space.
To provide a precise mathematical formulation for the mixing property, in Section IV we consider an observable N [ϕ] which is obtained by integrating the one-particle distribution function over a given test function ϕ on relativistic phase space. The time evolution of this observable is obtained by transporting the test function along the vector field generating the time translation symmetry. Denoting this transported test function by ϕ t , we formulate and prove a theorem which shows that, provided a certain determinant condition holds on the support of ϕ, N [ϕ t ] converges for t → ∞ to the same observable N [ϕ] with the distribution function replaced by its average over the angle variables. Therefore, apart from providing a rigorous formulation for the mixing property, our theorem allows to predict the final state of the gas configuration by considering the average of the initial distribution function. Finally, we show that the determinant condition is satisfied almost everywhere in phase space, and discuss the applicability of our theorem to the examples in Section III.
In Section V we present the conclusions and main implications of our results, and also give an outlook to future work. Technical details and relevant analytic expressions required for this article are listed in an appendix. Throughout this work we use geometrized units in which the gravitational constant and the speed of light are one.
II. COLLISIONLESS DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION IN TERMS OF ACTION-ANGLE VARIABLES
The geodesic flow describing the motion of free falling, massive particles following (spatially) bound trajectories on a Kerr spacetime may be represented analytically in terms of action-angle-like variables [14] [15] [16] . For the purpose of this work, it is sufficient to consider the 3-dimensional spacetime (M, g) describing the induced geometry on the equatorial plane of a Kerr black hole exterior of mass M > 0 and rotational parameter a satisfying |a| ≤ M . In terms of Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, ϕ), the metric has the following representation:
where the integral on the right-hand side should be interpreted as a line integral along the curve (∆p r ) 2 = R(r) connecting the reference point (r 1 , 0) to the given point (r, p r ) on this curve. S, Q α , and J α admit explicit representations in terms of standard elliptic integrals (details of the derivation will be presented elsewhere [13] ). In order to describe the result we denote the roots of the fourth-order polynomial R(r) by 0 < r 0 < r 1 < r 2 and introduce the dimensionless variables The curve (∆p r ) 2 = R(r) is parametrized by the π-periodic angle coordinate χ (see Fig. 1 ) defined by
In terms of these quantities one finds
where the functions H j (χ) and corresponding constants H j := H j (π/2) are defined in Appendix A. The coordinates (Q α , J α ) provide new symplectic coordinates on Γ bound , the submanifold of T * M corresponding to bound orbits. The action variables J α label the invariant submanifolds Γ m,E,L , the coordinates (Q 1 , Q 2 ) are 2π-periodic functions providing angles on each S 1 -factor of Γ m,E,L = R × S 1 × S 1 , while Q 0 parametrizes its R-factor. In terms of these action-angle-like variables, the collisionless Boltzmann equation {H, f } = 0 for the one-particle distribution function f assumes the simple form
Since H and Ω α only depend on the action variables J α , the most general solution of Eq. (9) has the form
with
an arbitrary function which is 2π-periodic in the Q variables and decays sufficiently fast in the J variables, such that the integrals defining the spacetime observables are well-defined. Here the frequencies ω 1 and ω 2 are defined by
Eqs. (7, 8, 10) provide an explicit solution representation for the distribution function f which will enable us to study the dynamical behavior of generic, time-dependent gas configurations in the next two sections. Note that according to Eq. (8) the distribution function f is axisymmetric if and only if F is independent of Q 1 , and it is stationary and axisymmetric if and only if F is independent of Q 1 and Q 2 (in which case it depends only on the action variables J α ). In the remainder of this work, we demonstrate that any distribution function relaxes in time (in some sense made precise in Section IV) to such a stationary and axisymmetric configuration.
III. RELAXATION OF SPACETIME OBSERVABLES AND PHASE SPACE MIXING
In this section we analyze the behavior of spacetime observables along the world lines of observers located outside the event horizon. For simplicity and the sake of illustration, in this section we assume that the black hole is nonrotating (although we will come back to the rotating case in the next section). Furthermore, we focus on the particle current density four-vector (see for instance [21] )
)dp t dp r dp ϑ dp ϕ , measured by a static observer in the equatorial plane with fixed spatial coordinates (r, ϑ, ϕ) = (r obs , π/2, ϕ obs ), r obs > 2M , with respect to its rest frame
In order to perform the integral over the momentum we first re-express the volume form dvol x (p) in terms of the conserved quantities m, E, and z , where and z are, respectively, the total and the azimuthal component of the angular momentum. For points x located in the equatorial plane, one obtains
where we have defined σ by sin σ = z / and the function R(r) is given in Eq. (3). Assuming a kinetic gas distribution of identical particles of positive rest mass m which are confined to the equatorial plane (such that σ = ±π/2 and z = L), one obtains the following orthonormal components of the current density:
with p
± := 0 and p 3 ± := mλ/ξ, and where p ± denote the two possible values for the four-momentum p = p α e α corresponding to the two solutions of equation (∆p r ) 2 = R(r). To make further progress, we use the relations (A1) to re-express the integral in terms of the turning points ξ 1 and ξ 2 . Instead of ξ 1 and ξ 2 , it is convenient to use the generalized Keplerian variables (P, e) as in Ref. [22] , which are defined by
such that ξ 0 = 2P/(P − 4). Here, the eccentricity e is restricted to the interval 0 < e < 1, the limit e → 0 representing circular trajectories, and the semi-latus rectum P is restricted to P > 6 + 2e, the limits P → ∞ and P → 6 + 2e (with TABLE I : Parameter values for the initial distribution function F and the location of the observer ξ obs . Also shown is the estimated power κ obtained from fitting the envelope of the relative error |n/n∞ − 1| to an inverse power law of the form t −κ , and the time t<0.001 after which this error is estimated to lie below 0.001. In case A the decay is dominated by an initial exponential decaying phase, as indicated in the right panel of Fig. 2 , after which the error is already very small, which makes it difficult to determine the power κ. In all other cases the values for κ and t<0.001 have been estimated to about 10% accuracy.
fixed e) corresponding, respectively, to the Newtonian limit and the innermost stable orbits (ISO) which separate the bound orbits from those that plunge into the black hole. Note that there is a one-to-two correspondence between the parameters (P, e) and the constants of motion (ε, ±λ). Note also that given ξ obs = r obs /M , the parameters (P, e) are restricted by the conditions ξ 0 < ξ 1 < ξ obs < ξ 2 , which yield P min (e) := max{6 + 2e, (1 − e)ξ obs } < P < (1 + e)ξ obs =: P max (e).
Based on these observations, Eq. (12) can be rewritten as the sum
over the contributions corresponding to gas particles with positive/negative angular momentum λ, where
Here, it is understood that all the relevant quantities are expressed in terms of (P, e) which determine the locations of the roots ξ 0 , ξ 1 , ξ 2 and the conserved quantities (ε, λ) taking the positive sign of λ (and similarly for J 0 λ<0 where one takes the negative sign of λ). The sum over the ± signs refers to the two possible choices for p ± which, in turn correspond to the two possible values for the angle variables Q 
where
N is a positive normalization factor chosen such that
2 ) = 1, and η 1 , η 2 , P 0 , e 0 , ∆P, ∆e are positive constants whose values are given in Table I . Notice that the function F Q defined in Eq. (14) satisfies
, which implies that both terms in the sum ± yield the same contribution for J α λ>0 when α = 0, 3, while J 1 λ>0 = 0. The observer is located at either (r obs , ϕ obs ) = (6M, 0) or (9M, 0). Even though the distribution function oscillates in time and does not have a (pointwise) limit, the results in the plots indicate that the observable n converges to a finite value (denoted by n ∞ ) as t → ∞. The theorem in the next section provides the means for determining this asymptotic value. For the moment we note that in case A the convergence is rather fast (exponential decay during the initial period, with relative fluctuations below 0.001 after times larger than 300M ), while in the remaining cases the convergence appears to be slower (inverse power-law decay with relative fluctuations below 0.001 after a few thousand M ). We have also computed the remaining nontrival component J 3 λ>0
and the contributions J α λ<0 belonging to negative angular momentum (assuming the same distribution F J (P, e)) and verified that they exhibit a similar time behavior, with J 3 := J 
for an observer located at r obs = 6M and ϕ obs = 0 at different times. As is visible from these plots, the geodesic flow (which is volume preserving according to Liouville's theorem) stretches the phase space elements and spreads them over large regions in phase space, inducing the mixing property. As a consequence, averaged (macroscopic) quantities computed from the distribution function, such as the components of the current density in Eq. (13) , have the form of an integral over a smooth function multiplied by an oscillating function whose frequency increases unboundedly in As is visible from these plots, the initial decay is much faster in case A, although the log − log plots below indicate that in both cases the final decay is of the inverse power-law type.
FIG. 3:
This plot shows the decay of the particle density towards its asymptotic value n∞ for case A. Left panel: log plot of the relative error |n/n∞ − 1|, indicating an initial exponential decay for the initial period until t 400M . Right panel: log − log plot of the relative error, indicating that for times larger than 700M the decay is slower (apparently of the inverse power-law type).
time. In the limit t → ∞ these oscillations cancel out, and hence one can replace the distribution function with its non-oscillatory part, that is, its average over the angle variables:
The precise sense in which this convergence is valid will be explained in the next section. 
IV. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE MIXING PROPERTY
After discussing the intuitive picture behind the mixing phenomenon and the corresponding relaxation process of the spacetime observables, in this section we provide a precise mathematical formulation of this effect which provides a rigorous explanation for the convergence of certain macroscopic observables. Here, a macroscopic observable is described by a test function ϕ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Γ bound ) on the relativistic phase space Γ bound , and its associated value is defined by the quantity
with dvol Γ = dtdϕdrdp t dp ϕ dp r the canonical volume form on Γ bound and f (x, p) the one-particle distribution function describing the state of the kinetic gas. Note that our definition (16) is based on a fully covariant (i.e. independent of any choice of foliation or local coordinates) spacetime point of view which includes a time integral, such that N [ϕ] does not dependent on time. Therefore, in order to understand the dynamical behavior, one needs to perform a translation of the test function ϕ along a time direction. Due to the many-fingered nature of time in general relativity there are no such preferred time directions in a general situation. In our case, the presence of the Killing vector field ∂ t induces a natural vector fieldk on phase space Γ bound defined as the complete lift of ∂ t (see Refs. [19, 20] for details). This vector field, in turn, induces a flow ψ t on Γ bound with respect to which one may define the time-translated test function:
FIG. 5: Level sets for the distribution function FQ(Q
as a function of the parameters (P := P − 6 − 2e, e) as seen by a static observer located at r obs = 6M and ϕ obs = 0 for different times: t = 0M , t = 100M , t = 200M , t = 300M , t = 400M , and t = 500M (from top left to right bottom). In these plots, the values of N P and N e are related to (P , e) through the formulas P = 0.01 × N P and e = 0.005 × N e, respectively. The colors indicate different intervals in the range of FQ, with dark blue corresponding to values of FQ lying close to its maximum and white corresponding to values of FQ close to its minimum. the constant angular velocity Ω chosen such that X is timelike in the vicinity of the observer, and define ψ t as the flow with respect to the complete liftX of X. This provides a more sensible definition for the time-translated test function ϕ, if ϕ has its support in a region lying close to the event horizon which intersects the ergoregion. We stress that the theorem below holds for both (and probably more general) cases, the flow of ψ t being defined with respect to the complete lift of either ∂ t or X. 4 For the statement of the following theorem, the area function, defined by
plays an important role. Note that this function determines the action variable J 2 = Am 2π , and the frequencies ω 1 and ω 2 defined in Eq. (11) are determined by the gradient of A m as follows:
After these remarks, we are ready to formulate the main result of this article:
) be a Lebesgue-integrable function which, according to Eq. (10), determines a solution f (x, p) on Γ bound of the collisionless Boltzmann equation on the equatorial plane of a Kerr black hole background. Let F and f be the corresponding distribution functions obtained by averaging over the angle variables. Let ϕ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Γ bound ) be a test function, and denote by ϕ t its time-translation as defined in Eq. (17) . Suppose further that on the support of ϕ the following non-degeneracy condition holds:
where D 2 A m (E, L) denotes the Hessian matrix of the area function (18) . Then,
Remarks:
1. The validity of the determinant condition (20) will be analyzed towards the end of this section, following the proof of the theorem. As will be verified numerically, it is satisfied everywhere except for points lying on a certain curve in (E, L)-space, see Fig. 6 . However, we stress that the theorem does not require condition (20) to hold everywhere; it is sufficient to hold for points lying in the support of ϕ, that is, in the vicinity where the observer performs the measurement.
2. Although the above formulation of the theorem requires the test function ϕ to be smooth, this assumption can be relaxed considerably. For example, it is possible to consider certain observables with test functions of the form
corresponding to spacetime observables at some given event x obs , as the ones considered in the previous section, see [13, 23] .
3. The quantity n ∞ in Figs. 2, 3 and 4 has been calculated by replacing F by its average F in Eq. (13).
4. Note that the hypothesis of the theorem require ϕ to be supported on Γ bound , which excludes circular orbits since the latter belong to the boundary of Γ bound . However, the theorem can likely be generalized to the more realistic case in which the support of ϕ includes circular orbits (see also the remarks at the end of this section).
Proof of Theorem 1. In a first step, we rewrite the integral defining N [ϕ] in terms of the action-angle variables (Q α , J α ) as follows:
is the representation of the test function ϕ in terms of (Q α , J α ) and where we have used the fact that the transformation (x, p) → (Q α , J α ) is canonical. With respect to these variables, the flow associated with the vector fieldk = −∂/∂Q 0 amounts to a translation of Q 0 by −t, keeping the other variables fixed,
. By means of the variable substitution
where we have defined
In a next step, we perform a variable substitution in order to replace the integral over (E, L) by an integral over (ω 1 , ω 2 ). To this purpose, we denote by
2 ) the map that defines (for fixed m) the angular frequencies (ω 1 , ω 2 ) in terms of the constants of motion (E, L). Its Jacobian determinant is related to the determinant of the Hessian of the area function as follows:
Therefore, due to condition (20) the map W m is (at least) locally invertible on the support of ϕ. If not globally invertible, we may cover its domain with open subsets U i on which W m is invertible. Since Φ is compactly supported, only a finite number of these subsets are required. On each of these U i 's we define
Assuming first that Φ m is supported in one of these sets U i , we have
After these initial steps, we encounter ourselves exactly in the same situation as a collisionless gas in a periodic box, and the mixing property is easily revealed by means of Fourier transformation (see section 3 in [7] ): for this, definê
2 ) e −i(η1ω 1 +η2ω
where (k 1 , k 2 ) ∈ Z 2 and (η 1 , η 2 ) ∈ R 2 . Then,
hence the Fourier transform converts the rotations of the angle variables (
of the frequencies associated with the angular frequencies. According to the Riemann-Lebesgue lemmaĝ m,i (t, k 1 , k 2 , η 1 , η 2 ) converges pointwise to 0 for all fixed (k 1 , k 2 , η 1 , η 2 ) with (k 1 , k 2 ) = (0, 0). Consequently,
with the convergence rate determined by the smoothness of
which is the average of G m,i over the angle variables. Since Φ m is smooth and has compact support, it follows that N [ϕ t ] converges for t → ∞ to the same expression as the one in the right-hand side of in Eq. (22) with
. This proves the theorem for the case in which the support of Φ m lies within one of the subsets U i .
For the general case, a partition of unity can be used to write Φ m as a finite sum of functions each of which is supported in only one of the subsets U i . Now that the theorem has been proven, we discuss the validity of the non-degeneracy condition (20) . Based on the explicit representation in Eq. (18), we have computed the determinant of the Hessian of the area function. As in the previous section, it is convenient to describe the result in terms of the generalized Keplerian variables (P, e) instead of (E, L). Interestingly, it turns out the determinant condition is satisfied everywhere except for points lying on the blue solid curves shown in Figs. 6 for different values of the rotational parameter.
To provide analytic support for the results shown in these figures we consider the particular case of quasi-circular orbits on a Schwarzschild background, for which α = 0 and e 1. In this case, the expansion of the first derivatives of the area function in terms of the eccentricity e yield
The function D is positive when P is slightly larger than 6 and negative for large P , and it has a single root at P = P * := (39 + √ 145)/8 6.38, which corresponds to the limit point of the blue solid curve as e → 0 in the middle panel of Fig. 6 . From Eqs. (24, 25) one can also conclude that (A E , A L ) is a function of (P, e 2 ) which is locally invertible for small e 2 and P away from P * . We end this section by observing that the distribution functions considered in the previous section in cases A, E and F have their main support away from the blue solid curve in (P, e)-space where the determinant condition is violated, while in the remaining cases B, C and D the main support of the distribution function intersects this curve (compare the values given in Table I with the middle panel of Fig. 6 ). Although the determinant condition is violated in the latter cases, the plots in Figs. 3 and 4 suggest that the particle density still converges for t → ∞, indicating that mixing is still sufficiently strong for the relaxation process to take place.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have shown that a relativistic, collisionless kinetic gas propagating in the equatorial plane of a Kerr black hole spacetime settles down to a stationary, axisymmetric configuration. As we have demonstrated, this relaxation process is due to phase space mixing, an effect that plays a prominent role in a wide range of fields in physics including galactic dynamics and plasma physics. Here, we have exhibited the relevance of the mixing phenomenon for the dynamical behavior of spacetime observables within the fully general relativistic setting of a kinetic gas which is trapped in the strong field gravitational field of a black hole.
The main implication of this work is that the one-particle distribution function f describing the state of the gas, which in general is a function of the five coordinates (Q 1 , Q 2 , J 0 , J 1 , J 2 ) parametrizing the relativistic phase space Γ bound corresponding to bound trajectories, can be replaced by a much simpler distribution function f which is a function depending only of the constants of motion (J 0 , J 1 , J 2 ) and which can be computed by averaging the initial distribution function over the angle variables (Q 1 , Q 2 ). Indeed, our main theorem in the previous section shows that, provided the determinant condition (20) is satisfied on the support of ϕ, the integral over f times any test function ϕ converges in time to the integral over f times the same test function ϕ. At the physical level, these integrals have the interpretation of macroscopic observables, where different choices for the test function correspond to different physical quantities being measured.
The determinant condition (20) means that the map (E, L) → (ω 1 , ω 2 ) which defines the angular frequencies in terms of the constants of motion E and L is locally invertible, a condition that is well-known in perturbation theory of integrable Hamiltonian systems, see for example Section X.51 in [18] . For geodesic motion in the equatorial plane of a Kerr black hole we have shown that the determinant condition holds everywhere with the exception of points in the (E, L)-plane lying on a curve (a zero-measure set) which connects a particular circular orbit to innermost stable orbits at large eccentricities. As the plots in Section III indicate, mixing still occurs in the vicinity of these exceptional points, suggesting that our theorem also holds under weaker assumptions. It should be interesting to relate the behavior of the gas in the vicinity of the exceptional points to Tremaine's analysis of stable singularities or catastrophes in galaxies [4] and the implications on the time scale in which the mixing occurs. In any case, for the specific examples we have analyzed in Section III, the damping of the oscillations in the particle density is rather fast, with relative amplitude lying below 0.001 after a few thousand light-crossing times corresponding to the gravitational radius of the black hole.
A further interesting problem consists in analyzing the effects of the self-gravity of the gas configuration (which have been neglected in the present work) on the mixing property. The inclusion of the self-gravity implies that the Kerr metric acquires correction terms due to the non-vanishing stress-energy tensor associated with the gas, which in turn leads to a perturbed Hamiltonian flow describing the geodesic motion for the gas particles. Based on general arguments from Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM) theory, it has been argued [22, 24] that such perturbations could trigger dynamical chaos in the vicinity of resonant orbits. Therefore, it should be particularly interesting to study the mixing phenomenon in the neighborhood of such orbits, and investigate whether or not the relaxation of the observables persists in the self-gravitating case.
The generalization of the mixing property to thick disk configurations, where individual gas particles are not necessarily confined to the equatorial plane, will be given in future work [13] .
